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Plates 4-6 Empty spaces for the missing tituli in the Corsinian manuscript
which were presumably supposed to be supplied later by Nicholas himself; the
same procedure can be observed in the second fascicule of the Corsinian manuscript, which contains the bishop’s De humilitate, and in Vat. lat. 8764, which
contains his De consolatione. Judging from this lack of tituli and the authorial
revisions to the main text, the fascicule once stood as a separate manuscript on the
shelves of Nicholas of Modruš’s personal library.15 The translations were bound
with De bellis Gothorum and De humilitate probably at some point in the 16th or
the 17th century, in any case probably after fragments of De bellis Gothorum and
De humilitate were lost, and certainly before in 1730s Arrigo Arrigoni, the scribe
of the Corsinian library, supplied the table of contents in which he identified the
author of all the works as Nicolaus Secundinus Episcopus Modrussiensis.
It is important to note that, although today preserved together in a single
copy, the translations were carried out as separate projects. The dedicatory letter in
the Corsinian manuscript introduces only one work of Isocrates, the To Nicocles,
making no reference to the To Demonicus. The To Demonicus translation, on the
other hand, is not preceded by any similar prefatory text. The fact, however, that
in his To Demonicus Nicholas deliberately omitted Isocrates’ utilitarian views of
religion and the advice on avoiding sycophants suggests that it was not a mere
translation exercise and that Nicholas probably did intend to publish it. In any
case, it is clear that the bishop’s efforts to master the Greek language bore fruit
in translations of two short orations by Isocrates, and that the publication of at
least one of them aimed to present Nicholas among his peers as an intellectual
versed in Greek.
15
For Nicholas’ practice of supplying his books with titles and tables of contents, see
Š p o l j a r i ć, op. cit. (8), 51-52.
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2. The Question of Sources: Earlier Translations of To Nicocles and To
Demonicus
The choice of the texts was hardly a surprise. To Demonicus and To Nicocles
– constituting (together with Nicocles) the corpus of the parenetic orations of the
Greek rhetorician Isocrates (436-338) – enjoyed enormous popularity during the
Renaissance.16 On the one hand, Isocrates’ Greek is relatively easy, which made
him a suitable author for proficiency practice; on the other, the works are short,
which allowed humanists to carry out translations and present them to dedicatees
and potential patrons in a relatively quick fashion.17 In addition to these advantages, the texts had a practical appeal for the devotees of the humanist program,
as they offered ethical advice on how to lead one’s life. While To Demonicus
contains moral precepts suitable for any individual, To Nicocles, addressed to the
king of Salamis on the island of Cyprus, is specifically dedicated to the question
of how rulers should rule and behave. It is therefore no wonder that by 1480,
when Nicholas died, no fewer than ten different Latin translations were made of
To Nicocles (in addition to his own) and seven of To Demonicus. Our knowledge
of them owes much to the aforementioned monograph of Lucia Gualdo Rosa on
the reception of Isocrates in Renaissance Europe,18 as well as her specific case
studies on the Latin translations of To Nicocles19 and To Demonicus20 in Quattrocento Italy. The following overviews that provide contexts for Nicholas’ own
translations are based on these studies.
The first three translations of To Nicocles appeared during the 1430s. As early
as 1430 Carlo Marsuppini had translated the work and dedicated it to the lord of
Rimini Galeotto Roberto Malatesta; a year later Bernardo Giustiniani dedicated his
translation to Ludovico Gonzaga, the heir to the marquis of Mantua; and in 1436
Lapo da Castiglionchio the Younger sent his version (in the making of which he
relied on Marsuppini’s) to Antonio Beccadelli Panormita, a humanist in the service
of Alfonso V of Aragon. These three translations enjoyed great popularity during
Though Isocrates’ authorship of To Demonicus has been disputed for a long time,
»the overwhelming consensus is the work is Isocratean;« see David M i r h a d y and Yun
Lee T o o (trans.), Isocrates I, Austin, 2000, 19.
17
Isocrates’ orations were, next to the New Testament, Aesop’s fables, Plutarch’s
Moralia, Lucian’s dialogues and Demosthenes’ orations, widely used in humanist schools
as one of the first readings; see Federica C i c c o l e l l a, Donati Graeci: Learning Greeek
in the Renaissance, Leiden, 2008, 135.
18
G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (2).
19
Lucia G u a l d o R o s a, »Le traduzioni latine dell’A Nicocle di Isocrate nel quattrocento«, Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Lovaniensis: Proceedings of the First International
Congress of Neo-Latin Studies, Leuven, 1973, 275-303 (295-299).
20
Lucia G u a l d o R o s a, »Niccolò Loschi e Pietro Perleone e le traduzioni dell’orazione pseudo-isocratea ‘A Demonico’«, Atti dell’Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti:
Classe di scienze morali, lettere ed arti 131 (1972/73), 825-856.
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the fifteenth century, as indicated by numerous surviving manuscript copies.21 The
second wave of translations emerged during the 1460s and the 1470s.22 Leonello
Chieregati in 1463 dedicated his rendition to Niccolò di Leonello d’Este, the unfortunate heir to the Ferrarese throne. Alamanno Rinuccini first around 1467 had
plans to send his translation to Alfonso, Duke of Calabria, but changed his mind
and in 1471 sent it instead to Federico da Montefeltro. Martino Filetico presented
his translation to the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick III on the occasion of the
latter’s visit to Rome in 1468. Two translations were produced in the Aragonese
lands: Lorenzo Lippi da Colle dedicated one to Lope Ximénez de Urrea, viceroy
of Sicily from 1464 until 1475, while Giacomo Mirabella presented the other to
Ferdinand, the heir to the Aragonese throne, at some point between 1468 and
1479. Rudolph Agricola’s translation of To Nicocles can be dated to his studies
in Ferrara, between 1475 and 1479, while a certain Fra Girolamo presented yet
another to Federico da Montefeltro at some point between 1474 and 1482. As
shown by Gualdo Rosa, in producing their versions these later translators often
relied heavily on translations from the 1430s.23 Moreover, while those from the
1430s enjoyed wide circulation in the intellectual circles of Quattrocento Italy,
later versions are mostly preserved only in single copies, usually those that were
presented to prospective patrons, among which one can find numerous high profile
lords of Renaissance Italy.
Though somewhat less popular than To Nicocles, To Demonicus was also
translated numerous times. The first rendering of the text comes from the pen of
Guarino Guarini; it was made during his sojourn in Constantinople in 1407 and
sent to Floro Valier in Venice. Just as Lapo di Castiglionchio the Younger relied
on Marsuppini’s translation of To Nicocles in 1436, so in the same year he used
Guarino’s to produce a new To Demonicus, which he then dedicated to Cardinal
Prospero Colonna. We also find Pietro Perleone’s translation from 1446/52 dedicated to the Genoese patrician Brancaleone Grillo, and one of Niccolò Loschi,
which seems to have been dedicated to the Venetian humanist Andrea Giuliano
around 1437. Next to these four translations that are preserved today in numerous
manuscripts – with Guarino’s, Castiglionchio’s and Perleone’s being more popular
than Loschi’s (preserved in at least three copies) – one can find three anonymous
translations that were preserved in a single copy each.24
What immediately becomes clear is that both To Nicocles and To Demonicus
were widely available in Latin translation by 1480, with the later versions regularly
dependent on their predecessors. This poses the question of whether we can detect
Marsuppini’s is today preserved in no fewer than twelve manuscript copies, Giustiniani’s in twenty eight, and Castiglionchio’s in thirteen; see G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit.
(19), 295-297.
22
G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (19), 297-299.
23
G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (19), 284.
24
G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (20); G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (2), 28-31, 41, 67-68.
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the state to the citizen? It is truly no less absurd and unbecoming to see the
reins of government in the hands of an imprudent governor. Right are all
those princes who commit to the attention of the wise those affairs that they
want to be carried out efficiently, but they would be even more right if they
obtained for themselves that which they desire from others, and if they made
an effort to appear superior in character to those over whom they were put
in charge by fortune. An imprudent and uneducated person is, according to
the Philosopher’s testimony, by nature slave to the prudent and the educated.
Hence he who disdains learning judges himself unworthy of rule, and as he
solicits the services of the educated whose learning he spurned and despised,
he himself condemns his own stupidity. It is precisely this thought that Philip,
the famous king of the Macedonians, declared to have understood well in that
letter which he wrote to Aristotle after his son Alexander was born. Invoking
the gods as his witnesses, he said that he was not so happy about the fact that
he had a son born as he was happy that the son was born at the time during
which such a distinguished philosopher could give him the best education.
Without doubt Alexander received such an education, so much so that later
he himself both in his letters and his orations often admitted that he valued
more the learning he acquired under Aristotle’s tutorship than his sway over
the entire world.
Indeed, it is more remarkable to win over men with wisdom than with
power, equally as it is more excellent for men to use wisdom in subduing
other living creatures. Truly, what can be more desirable or divine than to
be superior over men in that in which men themselves are superior to other
living beings? Moreover, along with this honor accorded to education come
great and excellent benefits, no less necessary to those in power than they are
useful. For it is from here that most sound and infallible plans originate, from
here that firm decisions and just verdicts are brought forth, from here that all
public and private education is drawn. And so that you may realize that you
yourself already possess these, listen for a moment to Wisdom herself as she
offers advice and promises: Choose instruction instead of silver, knowledge
rather than choice gold, for wisdom is more precious than rubies, and nothing
you desire can compare with her. I, Wisdom, dwell together with prudence;
I possess knowledge and discretion. To fear the Lord is to hate evil; I hate
pride and arrogance, evil behavior and perverse speech. Counsel and sound
judgment are mine; I have insight, I have power: by me kings reign and rulers
issue decrees that are just; by me princes govern, and nobles - all who rule
on earth. I love those who love me, and those who seek me find me. With me
are riches and honor, enduring wealth and prosperity. My fruit is better than
gold; what I yield surpasses choice silver. I walk in the way of righteousness,
along the paths of justice, bestowing a rich inheritance on those who love me
and making their treasuries full.
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This being the case, and as I was delighted by and had confidence in your
talent, I wanted to encourage you to seize riches of this sort. And so that
you may acquire such riches more easily, I wanted to instruct you not with
my own precepts but rather with those of Isocrates, an exceptionally wise
and eloquent man, not only because by dying a long time ago he escaped
the gnawing of haters, and thus by the passing of time and by prudent and
elegant thoughts secured great authority for himself; but also because foreign
riches, though sometimes inferior to one’s own, are nonetheless held in
higher regard. He was a Greek by nation, distinguished not so much among
the rhetoricians as he was among the philosophers. He left many remarkable
testaments to his wisdom and eloquence: among other, the Royal Education
of Life for Nicocles king of Sicily, which I have translated into Latin. I have
expressed his simple and unadorned sentences with simple and unadorned
words, so that by embellishments I do not violate their original directness.
It will be a sign of your culture to kindly accept this gift of mine, and a sign
of your moral worth to use it appropriately according to your circumstances
and our intention.30
Apart from giving us some sense of Nicholas’ educational ideals, which
equally draw on the classics and the Bible, the letter allows us to gain a glimpse
into the figure of the unnamed dedicatee. To start with, he was a young lord (of
»ripening virtue«, pubescens virtus) who recently began to rule (as testified by the
reference to his »young reign«, iuvenis principatus). As far as vague references
to the »great many feats« (multa praeclara facinora) and »worthy foundations«
(digna fundamenta) go, we can probably interpret them as courteous praise required by the form of the dedicatory letter. On the other hand, the fact that Nicholas
entertained the envoys of the said prince (»I learned from your envoys«, ab oratoribus tuis didicissem) indicates that we can narrow the dating of the To Nicocles to
the period after the bishop rose to the gubernatorial rank in 1468. It also suggests
that the translation was not only a gift that aimed to secure favor for Nicholas
personally but also one that was used in a diplomatic setting. This is, after all,
indicated by the rhetorical ethos Nicholas assumes; he approaches the dedicatee
not as a subordinate, as he had approached John Vitez, Stephen Várdai and Marco
Barbo, the dedicatees of his earlier works, but as a senior peer advising a young
fellow administrator »not with [his] own precepts« (non meis praeceptionibus),
that is to say not according to his own experience from governing a city, »but rather
with those of Isocrates« (sed potius Isocratis). Consequently, the young lord must
have enjoyed cordial relations with the pope, for it is inconceivable that a papal
governor or a diplomat that was loyal to the curia as was Nicholas would have
maintained close ties with a prince whose rule was not approved by the pope. Yet,
the most peculiar part of the letter is the title that Nicholas ascribes to Nicocles,
30

See the edition of the letter in the appendix.
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the addressee of Isocrates’ oration, presented here not as rex Salaminae but as
rex Siciliae, king of Sicily. This identification, which Lucia Gualdo Rosa chose
to correct in her edition of the preface to rex Salaminae,31 was not a scribal error:
the text of the translation was, as we saw, emended by Nicholas, and he would
have hardly missed such a scribal blunder in the closing of the dedicatory letter.
On the other hand, it was not a matter of ignorance, as earlier translators of To
Nicocles had correctly identified Isocrates’ addressee either as the king of Salamis,
or generally as the king of Cyprus, as was the case with Giustiniani, Rinuccini, and
in particular with Marsuppini, whose translation, as we saw, Nicholas must have
had before him.32 Identification of Nicocles as rex Siciliae represented, therefore,
a deliberate manipulation of historical facts on Nicholas’ part.
If we search for a prince that could fit this description, and at the same time
would have come into contact with Nicholas, a number of possible choices seem
to present themselves. Given Nicholas’ governorships in the provinces, the signori
of Romagna and Marche first come to mind. However, Carlo Manfredi, who in
1468 succeeded his father Astore as lord of Faenza at the age of twenty nine, seems
too old,33 as does, even more so, Pino III Ordelaffi, who was thirty when he took
control of Forlì from his brother Francesco in 1466.34 Similar is the case of Roberto
Malatesta who wrested Rimini from his stepbrother Sallustio and their late father’s
former lover, Isotta degli Atti, in 1468 at the age of twenty-seven.35 Apart from the
age issue, it also seems unlikely that in 1468 and 1469, while he was governing
Ascoli in the southern Marche, Nicholas would have had business with or needed
to win the favor of two petty lords of Romagna some 250 kilometers away.
An important clue to identifying the young prince seems to be the deliberate misrepresentation of Nicocles as king of Sicily. Nicocles could have been
G u a l d o R o s a, op. cit. (2), 194.
Giustiniani’s translation with the dedicatory letter was published in Venice in 1492
in a volume of his Orationes et epistulae and is available online at http://daten.digitalesammlungen.de/~db/0005/bsb00054740/images/; last accessed 15 December 2014. For Rinuccini’s dedicatory letter to Alfonso, see Alamanno R i n u c c i n i, Lettere ed orazioni,
Florence, 1953, 72-74; for Marsuppini’s, see Tommaso Kaeppeli, »Le traduzioni umanistiche di Isocrate e una lettera dedicatoria di Carlo Marsuppini a Galeotto Roberto Malatesta
(1430)«, Studi Romagnoli 2 (1951), 57-65 (64).
33
Isabella L a z z a r i n i, »Manfredi, Carlo,« in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani (henceforth DBI), vol. 68 (2007) (available at http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/carlomanfredi_(Dizionario_Biografico)/; last accessed 15 December 2014).
34
For Pino III Ordelaffi, see Alma P o l o n i, »Ordelaffi, Pino«, DBI, vol. 79 (2013)
(available at http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pino-ordelaffi_(Dizionario_Biografico)/;
last accessed 15 December 2014).
35
For Roberto Malatesta, see Anna F a l c i o n i, »Malatesta, Roberto detto Roberto
il Magnifico«, DBI, vol. 68 (2007) (available at http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/robertodetto-roberto-il-magnifico-malatesta_(Dizionario-Biografico)/; last accessed 15 December
2014); and P. J. J o n e s, The Malatesta of Rimini and the Papal State: A Political History,
Cambridge, 1974, 240-251.
31
32
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retitled to appeal to Alfonso duke of Calabria, the firstborn son and heir of Ferrante I, who, though by modern historiographical convention is now called king
of Naples, officially held the title of rex Siciliae.36 An opportunity to present the
crown prince with the translation would have arisen in December of 1472, when
Alfonso turned twenty-four, and when we find Nicholas at the Neapolitan court
freshly arrived from the naval expedition against the Ottomans in the Aegean.37
After all, To Nicocles was a suitable gift for the crown prince of the Neapolitan
kingdom, as is clear from Alamanno Rinucinni’s translation of the text dedicated
to Federico da Montefeltro, but originally intended precisely for the illustrissimus
princeps Alphonsus dux Calabriae. The problem, however, is that while in his
unused dedicatory letter Rinuccini imagines Isocrates’ precepts would serve the
duke »when one day he becomes the king of the greatest and most beautiful kingdom«, Nicholas presents an autonomous young ruler of a principatus, making no
reference to the dedicatee being a crown prince.38 Furthermore, it seems difficult
to imagine that Nicholas would have felt the need to legitimize the value of liberal
education to someone who had been tutored from his earliest days by humanists
of such distinction as Antonio Beccadelli and Giovanni Gioviano Pontano.
Another possible candidate would be Costanzo Sforza, who in April of 1473,
at twenty-six, succeeded his father Alessandro as lord of Pesaro, a city a mere
15 kilometers away from Fano where the bishop returned as governor in 1474.39
The identification of Nicocles as king of Sicily would have played to Costanzo’s
ear as well. On 9 June 1474 the lord of Pesaro agreed a marriage contract with
the Neapolitan court according to which he would marry the niece of King Ferrante, Camilla Marzano d’Aragona. Moreover, on this occasion Costanzo was
adopted by Ferrante and allowed to style himself from this point on as Costanzo
Sforza d’Aragona. Yet, again, as in the case of Duke Alfonso, there would have
hardly been a need for Nicholas to legitimize liberal education to Costanzo who
For Alfonso duke of Calabria and later king of Naples, see Raffaela M o r m o n e,
»Alfonso II d’Aragona, re di Napoli«, DBI, vol. 2 (1960) (available at http://www.treccani.
it/enciclopedia/alfonso-ii-d-aragona-re-di-napoli_(Dizionario_Biografico)/; last accessed 15
December 2014).
37
M e r c a t i, op. cit. (3), 225-227; for the document that places Nicholas at the
Neapolitan court, see Gigi C o r a z z o l (ed.), Dispacci di Zaccaria Barbaro, Rome, 1994,
475 (doc. 221).
38
R i n u c c i n i, op. cit. (32), 73: Maxime autem conuenire sum arbitratus de gubernando regno praecepta ad te mittere, qui antiquissimum genus a regibus ducens, sub clarissimis regibus auo patreque educatus, amplissimi pulcherrimique regni rex esses aliquando
futurus, ut iustitiam, fortitudinem, magnanimitatem, modestiam, liberalitatem, beneficentiam, sicut actionibus assequeris, ita etiam legendo recognoscas.
39
For Alessandro Sforza, see Francesco A m b r o g i a n i, La vita di Costanzo Sforza,
Pesaro, 2003; and the short overview in Jane B r i d g e m a n, A Renaissance Wedding: The
Celebrations at Pesaro for the Marriage of Costanzo Sforza & Camilla Marzano d’Aragona
26-30 May 1475, London, 2013, 20-27.
36
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was taught by Matteo Collenuccio da Sassoferrato and Martino Filetico, students
of two of the foremost humanist educators of early Quattrocento Italy, Vittorino
da Feltre and Guarino Guarini respectively.40 A further problem with identifying
the dedicatee as Costanzo Sforza is the same as with Manfredi, Ordelaffi, and
Malatesta. While all of the them were young lords, in their late twenties at those
points of their lives when they could have been presented with Nicholas’ translation of To Nicocles, the youth of pubescens virtus who needs to be convinced of
the value of liberal education rather seems to suggest a ruler who was installed in
power at an even younger age.
One such ruler who enjoyed close relations with the Neapolitan court and
styled himself as d’Aragona was Iacopo IV Appiani d’Aragona, who was fifteen
when in 1474 he became lord of Piombino in southern Tuscany. While it is improbable that Nicholas would have come into diplomatic contact with a petty lord in
western Tuscany while governor of Spoleto, in 1479 Appiani participated in the
papal-Neapolitan war against Florence as a condottiere in the Neapolitan army,
where he would have had a chance to encounter Nicholas acting as the papal vicelegate in Perugia.41 The dedicatory letter, however, does not make any reference to
the war, which dominated much of the Italian political discourse from mid-1478
until mid-1480, nor does it present the dedicatee as a condottiere, but rather advises
him to embrace liberal studies in order to govern his territories effectively. Also,
it is difficult to imagine that Nicholas, who dedicated his works exclusively to
figures that were able to advance his career or were closely connected to circles
of power, would have, as a papal vice-legate in Perugia, dedicated a work to a
petty lord serving as a captain in the Neapolitan army.
If we take into consideration the bishop’s contacts outside Italy, the name
of Bernardin Frankapan might be suggested. Bernardin was heir and co-ruler of
Stephen Frankapan of Modruš, Nicholas’ patron in the beginnings of his church
career.42 In 1476, at the age of twenty-three, Bernardin took part in the Hungarian
royal retinue that was sent to Naples to escort King Ferrante’s daughter Beatrice
to Buda, where she was supposed to marry King Matthias.43 Yet, while in Naples,
King Ferrante married Bernardin to one of his nieces, Luisa Marzano d’Aragona
(the sister of Costanzo Sforza’s Camilla), drawing thus the lords of Modruš into the
Neapolitan political orbit. The Sicilian identification of Nicocles would therefore
seem appropriate to Bernardin as well. Nicholas’ letter to the clergy of Modruš,
B r i d g e m a n, op. cit. (39), 21.
For Iacopo IV Appiani, see Piero P i e r i, »Appiani, Iacopo«, DBI, vol. 3 (1961)
(available at http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/iacopo-appiani_res-9aa4784f-87e6-11dc8e9d-0016357eee51_(Dizionario-Biografico)/; last accessed 15 December 2014).
42
For Bernardin Frankapan, see Milan K r u h e k, »Bernardin Frankopan krčki, senjski i modruški knez – posljednji modruški Europejac hrvatskoga srednjovjekovlja, 1453.1529.« [Bernardin Frankopan count of Krk, Senj, Modruš - The last Modruš European of the
Croatian Middle Ages (1453-1529)], Modruški zbornik 3 (2009), 187-235.
43
K r u h e k, op. cit. (42), 194-195.
40
41
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dated to 1476/1477, reveals that the bishop remained in contact with his bishopric,
and if Bernardin was the unnamed dedicatee of the translation, it could probably
be dated to the same period. Although he was no humanist, Bernardin was well
educated; he would later deliver orations on diplomatic missions as envoy of the
Croatian Diet (one of which, the Oratio pro Croatia, he had printed in Nürnberg in
1522), and would be the dedicatee of the oration delivered and printed in 1513 in
Rome by Šimun Kožičić Benja, one of Nicholas’ successors as bishop of Modruš.44
The problem, however, is that the dedicatory letter of To Nicocles makes no mention of the dedicatee’s father but presents him as the sole ruler of his principatus,
while the documentary evidence from Croatia suggest that Stephen still had the
last word in the family affairs.45 Moreover, the envoys mentioned in the dedicatory
letter would have hardly needed to present Bernardin’s talents to Nicholas, who
himself must have had regular contact with the young heir in Modruš before he
left to pursue a career at the papal curia.
In the end, the prince who most fits the description of the dedicatee as a
young ruler who had only recently risen to power, and would have had contact
with Nicholas, is Giovanni della Rovere, the nephew of Pope Sixtus IV. Giovanni came to Rome when his uncle ascended to the papal throne, and was only
seventeen when in 1474 he was betrothed to Giovanna, the daughter of Federico
da Montefeltro, and was made lord of Senigallia and Mondavio.46 In this case as
well, the identification of Nicocles as king of Sicily would have enhanced appeal
of the text, since in November of 1475, Giovanni was, owing to the good relations
between Sixtus’ curia and the Neapolitan court, also adopted by King Ferrante
and named duke of Arce and Sora, becoming thus part of the »Sicilian«, i.e. the
Neapolitan, nobility.47 Moreover, the following month, Sixtus also appointed
Giovanni della Rovere prefect of Rome with a residence next to the church of
San Pietro in Vincoli, on which occasion the Roman humanist (and Nicholas’
acquaintance) Domizio Calderini delivered a panegyric praising the qualities,
recent achievements, and the Aragonese adoption of this adolescens, while no
For Bernardin’s oration, see Bernardin F r a n k a p a n M o d r u š k i, Oratio
pro Croatia: Govor za Hrvatsku (1522.) [Oratio pro Croatia: Oration for Croatia (1522)],
Modruš, 2010; for the oration of Benja, see Branimir G l a v i č i ć (ed.), »Simonis Begnii,
Episcopi Modrusiensis Oratio in Sexta Lateranensis Concilii Sessione quinto Kalendas Maias Habita MDXIII«, Zbornik radova o Šimunu Kožičiću Benji [Papers on Šimun Kožičić
Benja] (ed. Nikica Kolumbić, Milan Moguš and Anica Nazor), Zagreb, 1991, 211-219.
45
K r u h e k, op. cit. (42), 196.
46
Franca P e t r u c c i, »Della Rovere, Giovanni«, DBI, vol. 37 (1989) (available
at http://www.treccani.it/ enciclopedia/giovanni-della-rovere_(Dizionario-Biografico)/; last
accessed 15 December 2014).
47
Giovanni succeeded his deceased brother Leonardo on these positions; see Paolo
C h e r u b i n i, »Della Rovere, Leonardo«, DBI, vol. 37 (1989) (available at http://www.
treccani.it/enciclopedia/leonardo-della-rovere_(Dizionario-Biografico)/; last accessed 15
December 2014).
44
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mention was made of any exceptional education he might have received by that
time.48 More importantly, during these years Giovanni was presented with an
anonymous Italian translation of To Nicocles, which had been, as Gualdo Rosa
showed, adapted from the aforementioned Latin translation of Fra Girolamo.49 If
Giovanni was also the unnamed dedicatee of Nicholas’ Latin translation of the
work, as the circumstantial evidence suggests, the dedication should be dated to
the early years of his rule and before the outbreak of the Pazzi war, that is to say
to 1476 or 1477, when Nicholas was governor of Spoleto. In establishing communication between his base in Rome and his territories in the duchy of Arce and
Sora and in Senigallia, Giovanni’s envoys would have had to travel through the
city under Nicholas’ administration, which lay on the main line of communication
between Rome and the Marche. While it thus may have been used as a diplomatic
gift, one sent from the former to the current governor of Senigallia, the translation would have also served Nicholas in further strengthening his ties to Sixtus’
curia by connecting him to an increasingly important member of the pope’s family. Therefore, all possibilities considered, it seems that we should interpret the
translation in the same context with Nicholas’ funeral oration for Pietro Riario
and the deliberative oration addressed to the eighteen-year-old Raffaele Sansoni
Riario, two cardinal nephews of Sixtus IV, which present the bishop as a prelate
closely connected to the della Rovere curia.
4. Conclusions
The present article has attempted to answer three questions concerning the
translations of Isocrates’ orations preserved in the MS Corsin 43.E.3.
First, these translations should no longer be counted among Nicholas of
Modruš’s dubia but among the certa. The conclusion is based on Nicholas’ interventions in the manuscript (unnoticed by previous scholars), which include not
only emendations of scribal mistakes but stylistic revisions of the text as well.
Second, in spite of the fact that the bishop made an effort to learn Greek possibly as early as the autumn of 1466, the comparison of the opening passages of
the translations shows that he heavily relied on the earlier versions of Carlo Marsuppini (in case of To Nicocles), and Niccolò Loschi (in case of To Demonicus). A
more thorough comparative analysis of the versions should take into consideration
the variant readings of the numerous preserved codices of the earlier translations,
which are still not available in critical editions. Such an approach might answer the
question of whether the bishop had the Greek original before him at all or whether
he conflated several other translations widely available at the time.
For the text of the panegyric, see Egmont L e e, Sixtus IV and Men of Letters, Rome,
1978, 213-217.
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Third, while some definite answers can be put forward when it comes to
questions of authorship and the sources on which Nicholas relied, things are not
so simple when one tries to establish the context of their publication. For although
preserved in a single manuscript that belonged to Nicholas’ personal library, the
two translations were certainly composed as separate projects. Judging from the
deliberate manipulations of the text, To Demonicus was also, if not published, at
least intended for publication. As far as the identity of the young unnamed dedicatee of To Nicocles is concerned, we are lent a helping hand by Nicholas’ decision
to misrepresent Nicocles as king of Sicily rather than king of Cyprus or Salamis
(as he had been correctly identified by all previous humanist translators of the
text, including Marsuppini whose version Nicholas had before him). This seems to
have been motivated by a desire to make the text more appealing to the dedicatee,
given that in contemporary usage Regnum Siciliae was the official name of the
Neapolitan kingdom. Having considered a number of possible young princes who
were politically associated with the kingdom and at the same time enjoyed contacts
with Nicholas, it seems that the translation was most likely dedicated to Giovanni
della Rovere d’Aragona, the young nephew of Pope Sixtus IV, Duke of Arce and
Sora, Lord of Senigallia and prefect of Rome, and that the dedicatory letter was
composed probably in 1476/77, when the bishop served as governor of Spoleto.
Without more evidence, however, this remains only a probable conjecture.
Whatever the case may be, the Latin translations of Isocrates’ To Nicocles
and To Demonicus certainly represent valuable testaments not only to Nicholas of
Modruš’s intellectual interests and, one might say, to the way he sought to present
himself among his peers, but also to his activities as a governor in the provinces
of the Papal States, a part of his career that has so far received little attention in
scholarship.
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Luka Špoljarić
nikola modruški i LATINSKI prijevodi
izokratovih Nikoklu i Demoniku:
Pitanja autorstva, Izvora i posvete
Anonimni prijevodi Izokratovih hortativnih govora Nikoklu i Demoniku koji
se nalaze priloženi kao zasebni svežanj MS Corsin. 43.E.3 (127) u Biblioteca
dell’Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei e Corsiniana, u rukopisu koji sadrži djela
hrvatskog biskupa i intelektualca Nikole Modruškog, više od stotinu godina po
stavljaju probleme vezane uz pitanja autorstva i posvete. Započinjući od nedavnog
istraživanja Antonija Rolla, koji je dokazao da je Nikola ipak učio grčki jezik,
ovaj članak nudi odgovore na ta pitanja, te smješta rukopis u kontekst ranijih
prijevoda.
Prvo, upućuje se na biskupove interlinearne intervencije u corsinijanskom
rukopisu. One su promakle ranijim istraživačima, a predstavljaju ključan dokaz
da je riječ o biskupovim vlastitim prijevodima; nisu, naime, posrijedi samo
emendacije pisarskih pogrešaka nego i stilske preinake teksta. Analizom rukopisa
pokazuje se da je riječ o biskupovu vlastitom primjerku prijevodȃ; oni su, važno je
imati na umu, bili izvedeni kao zasebni projekti, pri čemu je Nikoklu bio posvećen
neimenovanomu mladom princu.
Nadalje, Nikolini prijevodi govora ovdje su uspoređeni s ranijim njihovim
prijevodima. Komparativnom analizom uvodnih paragrafa pokazalo se da se
biskup uvelike služio prijevodom Carla Marsuppinija (prilikom rada na Nikoklu)
i prijevodom Niccola Loschija (kod prevođenja govora Demoniku). Ta činjenica
nije razlog za čuđenje, jer su se i drugi suvremeni prevoditelji oslanjali na ranije
prijevode tih dvaju tekstova.
Naposljetku, članak razmatra posvetu Nikolina prijevoda Nikoklu i pitanje
identiteta adresata prijevoda. Budući da rukopis ne sadrži naslove tekstova, identitet adresata mora se razaznati iz sadržaja posvetnog pisma. Iz njega je pak jasno
da je riječ o vrlo mladu vladaru, koji je tek nedavno došao na vlast, pri čemu
posebnu pozornost treba pridati činjenici da Nikola predstavlja Nikokla ne kao
kralja Cipra (kao što su ga točno bili imenovali svi raniji prevoditelji), nego kao
kralja Sicilije. Čini se da je takva manipulacija trebala učiniti tekst relevantnijim
za adresata, politički vezanoga uz Napuljsko Kraljevstvo, kojemu je službeni
naziv bio Regnum Siciliae. Razmatrajući imena potencijalnih kandidata koji bi
odgovarali opisu iz posvetnog pisma a pritom mogli imati kontakte s Modruškim,
– poput kalabrijskog vojvode Alfonsa, Costanza Sforze, Iacopa IV. Appianija i
Bernardina Frankapana – zaključuje se da je najvjerojatnije posrijedi ipak bio
Giovanni della Rovere d’Aragona, nećak pape Siksta IV., vojvoda Arce i Sore
u Napuljskom Kraljevstvu, kojeg je kralj Ferrante poradi bliskih veza s papom
Sikstom i posinio. Prijevod Nikoklu, koji bismo prema ovoj identifikaciji mogli
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datirati u razdoblje 1476./1477., kad je Nikola vršio dužnost upravitelja Spoleta,
predstavljao bi tako, uz Pogrebni govor za Petra Riarija i Obranu crkvene slobode (posvećenu Raffaeleu Sansoniju Riariju), još jedno svjedočanstvo o čvrstim
vezama Modruškog s kurijom pape Siksta IV.
Kao prilog članku donosi se prvo izdanje Nikolina prijevoda Nikoklu te novo
izdanje prijevoda Demoniku, koji je 1903. priredio, uz mnogo pogrešnih čitanja,
Karl Müllner pripisujući ga pritom Niccolu Sagundinu.
Ključne riječi: Izokrat, humanistički prijevodi s grčkog, renesansni Rim,
Nikola Modruški, Giovanni della Rovere d’Aragona

